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Abstract: As the ICT develops, universities have to learn how to reshape their communi-
cation practices and views on learning environments. Today’s students, members of the Y 
Generation, are digitally natives who wish to, desire and might bene"t from the use of Social 
Network Sites (SNS) communication with their teachers and College administrative sta#.
$e main objective of this paper is to present a manner of using Facebook for faculties in or-
der to better communicate with students. $us our research is based upon previous examples 
from academic literature and upon a pilot study conducted online, using a self-administrated 
questionnaire applied on students from the College of Communication and Public Relations 
at the National School of Political Science and Public Administration in Bucharest. Based on 
their answers, this article proposes some recommendations for using Facebook for university 
sta# and professors. 
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Introduction

While the communication technologies have evolved during the recent years, 
our learning habits and ways of interacting with the others have drastically 
changed. !e digital age we live in has made information available at any time 
and almost any place, so learning has become more of a delocalized, individu-
al experience. Although we learn individually, we are also members of online 
communities, as digital media encourages user participation and online com-
munity building. !e youth are the ones most sensitive to this new reality, as 
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George Barna’s study illustrates: „they were born and raised in a global society 
where consumerism and capitalism are natural conditions and go largely un-
challenged. To them, technology is their natural ally, a necessity rather than a 
luxury, the solution to all imaginable problems” (Barna, 1995, p.46). 

!us, a distinct reality is being built, where everything revolves around tech-
nology and people are more and more in touch with each other and the sur-
rounding world, all due to the digital tools of communication. !e new social 
realities developed along with the current generation, leaving behind the X 
Generation and bringing forward the “Y’s” – the people who were born af-
ter 1980. Researchers (Huntley, 2006; Twenge, Campbell, Ho"man & Lance, 
2010; Hansen & Leuty, 2011) employ several terms in order to de#ne these 
people: “Net Generation”, “!e Millennials”, and “Generation Me” but they are 
generally called the “Y Generation”, and typically described as being pro#cient 
with technology, a characteristic that attracted yet another label: the “!umb 
Generation”, “referring to their dexterity with remote controls, computer key-
boards, and mobile phones” (Huntley, 2006, p.10). !is aspect is also acknowl-
edged by other authors (Weiler, 2004; Cable, 2005; Huntley, 2006; Tapscott, 
2009; Twenge, Campbell, Ho"man & Lance, 2010; Zandt, 2010; Dagnaud, 
2011; Gansky, 2011), who describe the Y Generation as being extremely at-
tracted by and dependent on technology to #nd information, to communicate 
with each other and to organize various aspects of their lives. Furthermore, 
research points out that “these young people are «tech savvy», «like informal-
ity», «learn quickly», and «embrace diversity»” (Twenge, Campbell, Ho"man 
& Lance, 2010, p.1121). In this regard, Helsper (2010, p.353) compares the X 
Generation with the Y Generation, stating that the latter grew up “in a com-
pletely di"erent ICT environment than their parents, and these generational 
di"erences will no doubt in$uence how they use the Internet”.

By exploring these young adults’ way of life, we can remark the emergence of 
new psychological pro#les and of new ways of living. Researchers (Huntley, 
2006; Trzesniewski & Donnellan, 2010; Twenge, Campbell, Ho"man & Lance, 
2010; Chaudhuri & Ghosh, 2011) consider Generation Y members as inde-
pendent, self-absorbed, optimistic, dynamic, adaptable, having higher levels 
of cynicism and lower levels of trust in others as compared to previous gen-
erations. Unsurprisingly, most of these attributes are seen as a direct result of 
the technological advancement. !eir immersion in the electronic era also has 
repercussions on other areas of their lives: the exponents of the Y Generation 
are becoming “more exigent as clients” (Gansky, 2011, p.89), while in order 
to better recruit and manage them “many companies recognize they should 
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have a stronger presence on Internet sites such as Facebook” (Twenge, Camp-
bell, Ho"man & Lance, 2010, p.1122). Also, they are inclined towards entre-
preneurship, including e-commerce, blogging and online consultancy, which 
they see as a means to follow their passions and gain money from doing what 
they enjoy (Mihalcea, Mitan & Vițelar, 2012). 

If changes intensify to such extent that they envelop all aspects of the business 
and social environments, universities should also be concerned with adapting 
to this new reality. Researchers previously addressed this issue by pointing out 
an interesting fact: ”students are spending too much time in today’s world of 
Web 2.0 communicating with friends via Facebook, blogging, and tweeting 
or in virtual worlds interacting with gamers around the globe playing Halo or 
the latest Madden” (Buzzard, Crittenden, Crittenden & McCarty, 2011, p.131). 
Consequently, the academic institutions which they attend are compelled to 
adapt to their media consumption habits and needs, as long as they wish to 
create and maintain e&cient working relations, both relating to academic and 
administrative aspects. To support this observation, we add that “these ado-
lescents and young adults have grown up in a period when the Internet usage 
started to generalize: e-culture is their kingdom and, for this reason, we usu-
ally designate them with the term «digital natives»” (Dagnaud, 2011, p.7). For 
this reason, Generation Y is even “forcing a change in the model of pedagogy, 
from a teacher-focused approach based on instruction to a student-focused 
model based on collaboration” (Tapscott, 2009, p.11). Hence, professors need 
to be aware of students’ characteristics in order to better engage them in the 
learning process. 

Literature review

A. From e-learning to learning 2.0 
!e online medium has signi#cantly developed over the time, by gradually 
acquiring new features. For instance, the 90’s static publishing pattern has been 
replaced by the current social networking universe. !e “push”/”supply” model 
employed in the traditional Web era has been replaced by the “pull”/”demand” 
experience in Web 2.0: people refuse to be le' out of the content-creation pro-
cess and they actively participate in reshaping the online space. In this regard, 
Internet specialists show that we are facing “the emergence of a new form of 
technology-enhanced learning - Learning 2.0 - which goes beyond providing 
free access to traditional course materials and educational tools and creates a 
participatory architecture for supporting communities of learners” (Brown & 
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Adler, 2008, p.28). Other studies reinforce this idea by indicating that the In-
ternet should be regarded ”as a so'ware platform, in which the user controls/ 
creates personal data, information, constantly making them available to others 
through the use of collaborative instruments” (Holotescu & Naaji, 2007, p.15). 

!e Web environment is exceptional for facilitating information access. But 
the new type of e-learning based on Web 2.0 platforms could explore user en-
gagement and not limit itself to passive information delivery. A similar view 
on the matter is o"ered by Cheol H. Oh (2003), who states that, when it comes 
to discussing e-learning, much of the focus is put on technological aspects, 
rather than the human side of teaching and learning on the Internet. Learning 
2.0 should aim at being an interactive and customized social experience. !e 
extensive use of social networking sites (such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace 
etc.) has spawned questions regarding the possibility of using such platforms 
in order to provide accessible and e&cient learning opportunities. Holotescu 
& Naaji (2007) have shown that the attributes of such technologies present 
them in a favourable light: they are cost-e"ective, $exible, provide easy access 
to information, accentuate the collaborative aspects, provide strict resource 
control options, encourage sharing information through various outlets, they 
permit creating attractive study material (due to a mix of image, sound and 
text) and users do not need special abilities to use them. !e authors we men-
tioned above point that there could be also a series of educational risks related 
to Web 2.0 uses, such as technological constraints due to Internet connectiv-
ity; problems regarding informational objectivity, novelty and relevance; pri-
vate life immersion; problems regarding self-discipline and a possible lack of 
curiosity and motivation from the students’ part. 

However, compelling evidence that new Internet technologies can support 
and facilitate the academic process comes from the study of Lowe and La"ey, 
who report the use of Twitter in education as “a refreshing, useful tool that can 
add value to the student learning experience by bringing real-world examples 
into the classroom in a timely fashion” (Lowe & La"ey, 2011, p.188). Web 2.0 
technologies can provide learning opportunities, but „should be viewed not as 
a substitute for other learning technologies but as an easy to use complement 
to integrate with existing learning technologies” (Lowe & La"ey, 2011, p.190). 
Consequently, it can be inferred that Facebook - a much more complex social 
network than Twitter – could also bring pedagogical bene#ts. Rosen extends 
this argument by stating that „although these means will never replace formal 
training, they might be a good tool to augment your learners' experience” 
(Rosen, 2009, p.132).
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B. Could be Facebook use the next step towards learning 2.0?
Facebook is by de#nition a social network site (SNS) therefore using it for 
teaching and learning purposes should also revolve around this concept. In 
order to emphasize this idea, web consultants Brown and Adler (2008) em-
ploy the term “social learning”, based on “the premise that our understanding 
of content is socially constructed through conversations about that content 
and through grounded interactions, especially with others, around problems 
or actions. When talking about Web 2.0 use in e-learning, the focus is not so 
much on what we are learning but on how we are learning” (Brown & Adler, 
2008, p.18). But perhaps the most important issue when talking about e-learn-
ing through Facebook is that this process should not be viewed as traditional 
teaching delivered by innovative technologies. It should function as a holistic 
approach that takes a step further and adapts teaching methods and course 
information in order to perfectly #t the new medium of communication.

Facebook is one of the fastest growing SNSs, with the declared objective to 
“help you connect and share with the people in your life”. Some authors argue 
this fact by pointing out that “technology and the emergence of social net-
work sites such as Facebook and MySpace have provided an entirely new ve-
hicle for individuals to be connected” (Twenge, Campbell, Ho"man & Lance, 
2010, p.1137). Even if Facebook was not created as an e-learning platform, it 
comprises enough elements that could recommend it for usage in College-
related activities. New media specialist Clara Shih underpins the fact that “the 
online social graph empowers us to be better, more e"ective, more e&cient, 
and more ful#lled doing what is inherent to our nature—communicating who 
we are, and transacting and interacting with others across the Web” (Shih, 
2009, p.3). In this sense, we can regard social networks – and Facebook in 
particular – as tools that allow us to engage in complex experiences accessing 
information, interacting with others though applications, meeting others in 
forum-like spaces by joining discussion groups, browsing pictures or reading 
discussion boards. Facebook provides the premises for a better interpersonal 
relationship than a standard e-learning platform, as “the Facebook experi-
ence is quite di"erent than simply accessing an instructor’s university-housed 
website as students and teachers can easily connect with one another based on 
their school a&liation through this virtual social network” (Mazer, Murphy 
& Simonds, 2007, p.3). Facebook could therefore be used as an information-
delivery tool, as well as an interface between the teacher and the students. 

Curiously, previous studies (Hewitt & Forte, 2006, p.2) have shown that a sig-
ni#cant number of students (a third of their sample) consider that faculties 
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should not be present on Facebook because “they have no need to network 
with students for social purposes”. !is topic has been further explained by the 
studies of Moran, Seaman and Hester (2011), which have shown that Facebook 
is mostly embraced by students for personal use as opposed to professional use, 
so they prefer to maintain a distance between personal stu" and institutions. 
Other studies o"er more optimistic views on the possibility of using Facebook 
and other similar SNS to support classroom work, stating that students are 
open to this approach to student-institution and student-teacher communica-
tion and that they are willing to replace more traditional forms of communi-
cation with social networking sites use (Roblyer, McDaniel, Wenn, Hermand 
& Wittye, 2010). Bene#ts of Facebook use for educational purposes such as 
increasing performance in educational micro-communities have already been 
proven (Boscha, 2009) and recent studies show that over 90% of all faculties 
already use social media as a teaching tool or recommend it to students for 
enhancing their professional careers (Moran, Seaman & Hester, 2011).
  

Methodology and sample description

Empirical observation showed that almost all of our students at the College of 
Communication and Public Relations at the National University of Political 
Science and Public Administration in Bucharest had Facebook accounts and 
logged in daily or few times a day, using the network to stay entertained, share 
information concerning classes with their peers and sometimes addressing 
their teachers regarding academic subjects. !eir interests in this social net-
work lead us to believe they could bene#t from a structured approach of Face-
book use by the College teachers and administrative sta". 

In order to learn if and how could teachers in particular and College ad-
ministrative sta" in general relate to students using Facebook to enhance 
their learning experience, we constructed a questionnaire addressing three 
subjects. First, we wanted to discover the degree in which students employ 
Facebook for di"erent communication purposes (e.g. as a tool for #nding in-
formation, promoting themselves, organizing leisure activities and staying in 
contact with friends). Second, we were interested to learn what were their atti-
tudes regarding Facebook in general and whether they had a positive attitude 
towards formally employing Facebook in the teaching process and if so, what 
their expectations in this sense were. !ird, we aimed to discover the extent 
to which students already used Facebook in relation with their academic life, 
including direct communication with teachers and colleagues. Accordingly, 
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the research questions we had were the following: To what degree are our stu-
dents technically savvy/ keen on using technology? What are the reasons why 
students use Facebook? How do they perceive Facebook? Are they interested 
in using Facebook to communicate with their teachers and/ or peers? Do they 
already do that? If so, how do they expect their teachers to use Facebook and 
what sort of information do they expect to receive? Are the students interested 
in maintaining contact with the administrative sta" through Facebook? If so, 
how do they expect sta" members to communicate with them and what are 
their topics of interest?

To address these questions, we applied an online survey among current stu-
dents of the College of Communication and Public Relations from the Na-
tional University of Political Science and Administrative Studies. !e data was 
collected from a convenience sample of 224 students of both undergraduate 
and graduate courses by applying online a structured questionnaire, compris-
ing 16 enquiries. Data were collected on the 28th and 29th of March 2012.

Results and discussion

Most of the respondents in our sample (71) were graduate students enrolled 
in distance learning programs, 61 respondents were graduate students, 65 re-
spondents were undergraduate students, 33 respondents were undergraduate 
students enrolled in distance learning programs, while 6 respondents were 
enrolled in more than one educational program organized by the National 
School of Political Science and Public Administration at the same time. 193 
respondents had a Facebook account, while 31 did not. !is proves that for a 
wide majority of the students Facebook is a topic of interest, but it also raises 
the question whether this network could be e"ectively used instead more clas-
sic means of communication (notice boards, announcements made through 
spoken communication, e-mail) or not. 

Table 1. The socio-demographical characteristics of the sample

Variable Lables Frequency (N=224) Percentage (%)
Gender

Male
Female

Age
Under 24

25- 29

32
161

123
40

14
72

55
18
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30- 34
35- 39
40- 44
45-50

Over 50

Work Status
Employed

Unemployed

Income level
Under 163 EUR
163-325 EUR
326 -581 EUR
Over 581 EUR

Family Status
Married

Living with partner
Single

Divorced
Widow(-er)

17
6
2
2
3

125
68

52
33
45
44

25
19

145
4
0

8
3
1
1
1

56
30

23
15
20
20

11
8

65
2
0

!e sample gender and age distribution correspond to the gender and age 
distribution in the entire population of students at the chosen College. Also, 
the work status frequencies re$ect to some extent the situation of the entire 
population, as sources from the NUPSPA who are concerned with student 
statistics declare. 

A. Generation Y students and technology 
Our study con#rms that students who are members of the Y Generation are 
indeed digitally literate and extremely pro#cient with technology or at least 
that is their perception regarding themselves. !ey believe that they are very 
keen on #nding the relevant information on the Internet (77%) and that they 
are very capable of evaluating if a website o"ers actual and relevant informa-
tion on a speci#c topic (70%), proving that they believe to have good online 
investigative skills. Although results-oriented and not necessarily patient, as 
they admit being, they also claim to be $exible, adaptable and well prepared to 
solve problems. For example, most of them (73%) believe they are very keen 
on PowerPoint and that they can deliver $exible presentations (64%). !ey 
also believe they can identify a problem even when the information is missing 
(57%) and identify the best suited resources to #nd the information they need 
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in order to solve any problem (69%). Among these resources, the Internet 
is ever present, especially when they want to “investigate” a new topic. !ey 
always access the Internet to #nd out new and relevant information – whether 
concerning personal interest, such as learning about the best o"ers regard-
ing a product they wish to buy (76%), or academic aspects (70%). !e results 
show that students are not only technically savvy but also fast thinkers who 
use the Internet as a signi#cant source for #nding answers, regardless of the 
questions. !ese discoveries are in line with prior research, in the sense that 
they endorse the idea that students become critical consumers as technologi-
cal advancement forces them to “develop thinking and investigative skills” 
(Tapscott, 2009, p.21). 

However, they tend to investigate the problems by themselves and rarely share 
the answers they get with others. !eir engagement with helping peers #nd 
the information they need is not very high: 28% of the students said they 
respond on questions on forums when they know the answer while 36% said 
they never do that. !ese answers give us a glimpse on how these youngsters 
relate to information gathering and sharing, stressing the fact that they are 
mostly individualists. As they seem not to trust others as much as members 
of previous generations did and they are self-absorbed, independent and fas-
cinated by customization, as literature shows, today’s students could bene#t 
from having individual access to customizable means of communication with 
their College professors and College administrative sta". !is could work 
better for them than the common practice of public announcements made 
through the students’ group leader or e-mailing.

Strangely, we noticed that in spite of what literature shows about the unfolding 
of a “small screen revolution” (Tapscott, 2009, p.46), this is not applicable in 
the Romanian context for the time being, as many students totally disagreed 
with accessing Facebook through mobile phones (27%), while 29% admitted 
they use it. It is possible that at least some of our respondents prefer using 
Facebook from a computer because they do not have Internet on their phones 
or because they wish to save money by sur#ng less using the mobile phone. 
Another factor could be that they have access to computers most of the time 
(see the number of students who are employed and their income levels), so 
they do not #nd it necessary to be connected on Facebook by the phone. 

B. Generation Y students on Facebook
As we have found through empirical observation, most of our students had 
Facebook accounts, so we wanted to identify the reasons for which they start-
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ed using Facebook and how did they perceived it a'er creating the accounts, 
in order to understand what place could it occupy in their relation to school-
related activities. We identi#ed four main characteristics of Facebook that ap-
peared to have an impact on students’ decision to set up an account: the facili-
tation of contacting friends, colleagues and acquaintances, which would have 
been more di&cult otherwise, the newsfeed’s presence, which helps them stay 
informed on various topics of interest, the novelty of the medium, which trig-
gers their enthusiasm related to technological innovations, and the entertain-
ing aspects of the medium. 

Most of our participants said the main reason for them being on Facebook 
was “the need to be in contact with long-distance friends and acquaintances” 
(33% and respectively 38% describing it as the most important, respectively 
an important reason for setting up an account). Facebook is widely used as 
a very important or important means to reconnect with old friends and col-
leagues by 24% respectively 38% of our sample. !ese #ndings are consistent 
with previous studies (Alba & Stay, 2008; Awl, 2011), which con#rm that the 
main perceived purpose of Facebook is to connect friends around the world. 
Further, not only do students have an account, but they also use Facebook in 
multiple occasions during the day (62%), in their quest to “stay informed” 
regarding the subjects their Facebook friends write about on their walls. !is 
“need of information” was rated the second most important reason for setting 
an account (34% rated it very important and 31% rated it important), prov-
ing they use the network not only to communicate with friends using chat or 
direct messages but also to keep in touch in a virtually non-communicative 
way – by reading their friends’ updates in the newsfeed. !eir enthusiasm 
regarding the technological evolutions also rated high in the motivations list, 
26% and respectively 21% of them saying that this was a very important, re-
spectively an important factor for their decision, proving once again that Gen 
Y youngsters are interested in maintaining contact with the latest ICT de-
velopments. However, when they decided to create their Facebook pro#les, 
students took into account the entertaining o"ers of this medium to various 
degrees: to a large extent (19%), to a moderate extent (24%), relatively a little 
(20%) or not at all (16%). !is discovery shows that their SNS fascination is 
not strongly related to their need of being entertained, although the entertain-
ing aspects of it are taken into account by a signi#cant number of them.

!ree other factors seem to have had a signi#cant in$uence in the decision 
making process: youngsters were simply curious to #nd out what Facebook is 
like; they took into account direct group pressure, as more and more of their 
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friends used it and asked them to join, and they thought of the possibility to 
use it for self-promotion. Most of our respondents (32%) agreed that curios-
ity was one of the reasons why they created a Facebook account, as long as at 
that moment it was “the latest thing”. A quarter of the students we questioned 
stated that because they saw “everyone is on Facebook” they felt it was very 
important to have an account themselves, while 18% said this was an impor-
tant aspect for them when they decided to join. However, for 20% of them 
direct group pressure was totally insigni#cant in the decision making process. 
!is suggests that youngsters generally tend to embrace ICT novelty, includ-
ing SNS, in an independent manner, usually rejecting direct group recom-
mendations, but desire to know what the (many) others #nd interesting. !e 
characteristics of the network (as known before being part of it) triggered the 
urge to self-promote online using this medium for 19% of the students, while 
23% of them thought this was a relatively important opportunity to work on 
their public image and 21% did not even think of the possibility of using Face-
book as a self-promotion tool.

Later on, as they began using the network, their perceptions of it and the pos-
sible uses and misuses of their accounts grew di"erent. We measured their 
perceptions of Facebook’s characteristics and role asking them to rate various 
a&rmations describing the network and their experiences as members of it on 
a 5-item Likert scale (1 – strongly disagree, 5 – strongly agree). Overall, there 
seems to be a negotiation going on tacitly among users, who fall between the 
ends of a continuum: at one of the ends are the ones who would only commu-
nicate public, professional aspects of their lives, while at the other end are the 
ones who would share their whole day to day living experiences and private 
thoughts. We do not aim to draw a typology of Facebook users but the results 
have leaded us to recognize the existence of two di"erent groups of students, 
who might embrace di"erently the network in relation to College related topics: 
one group comprises professionally oriented students and the other compris-
es the private, “small world” oriented students. !ese groups’ members share 
opinions related to the network and its advantages, proving that they choose to 
use Facebook di"erently but they understand its technological characteristics 
in the same way. One of the most important common beliefs among all our 
respondents is related to the fact that Facebook is “easy to use”, thing which 
binds them all together. !is characteristic of the network is very important to 
33% of those questioned and important to 37% of them, proving that the Mil-
lennials are technically oriented but enjoy using the innovations described by 
usability (such as user-friendly, intuitive, easy to navigate websites). 
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Facebook users have joined the network bearing in mind di"erent motiva-
tions and, accordingly, they planned to use Facebook in various ways. As we 
have shown above, some students believed Facebook would work for them 
as a tool for improving their online presence as viewed from a professional 
perspective. Other students preferred to create online, along with their peers, 
a small world where they wish to share personal information and to be en-
tertained. But no matters to what group they belong, the wide majority of 
the students (70%) rated favourable the fact that they can communicate with 
many persons, more rapidly, thing which con#rms their lack of patience and 
their need to stay connected with friends and acquaintances, proving in the 
same time that the networks ful#ls its promise of connecting people. From 
this point on, their understandings of Facebook networking start to di"er-
entiate. !e professional oriented group is more inclined towards using the 
network as a means to connect with profession related acquaintances, mem-
bers using their account page as a public place, while the small world oriented 
group members are more inclined to use it as a private meeting zone, where 
only selected friends are allowed to enter. !is di"erence in perceiving Face-
book networking purpose is then best described by the way students rate the 
connection between their network presence, interests and needs. 

Although Facebook is generally seen as easy to use and students use it heav-
ily to connect and reconnect with friends, colleagues and other people they 
know (57% agreed), they generally did not seem to believe that by using it 
they followed in any way their interests and needs. 31% were not certain of the 
importance of the network’s role in their quest to follow their interests, while 
31% of them agreed Facebook helps them achieve personal goals. Results re-
veal that for about a third of the respondents Facebook plays a minor role or 
has no perceived in$uence over their goals. Even though many of these people 
are subscribed to profession-related pages and personalities in their industries 
of interest and 19% even created the account with the aim of constructing an 
online professional image of themselves, only 12% of them consciously try, 
a'er creating the account, to use Facebook in a “strategic” manner, building a 
network of professionals and describing themselves as professionals through 
their pro#les and posts. Unsurprisingly, in this context, the majority of the 
students (60%) use Facebook to communicate with friends and to #nd out 
what the people they know do lately (54%). As regarding what kind of in-
formation they post and read in the newsfeed, over 54% of them share “new 
stu" ” and information they perceive as useful, while 50% read their friends’ 
updates and posts because they want to stay informed professionally. Obvi-
ously, posting information one perceives as useful hints to the fact that about 
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half of our respondents are interested in nurturing the relations with their 
Facebook friends by “feeding” them with what they consider to be useful or 
at least providing them (useful or at least entertaining) news. !is practice al-
lows us to believe that users desire to present themselves and act as members 
of virtual communities, partly because these communities are for the more 
private-inclined users “small worlds” where friends can reconnect and casu-
ally socialize, partly because feeding the community members who give them 
professional data reinforces ones position into the group, allowing him or her 
to gain visibility and respect among fellow professionals, if his or her posts are 
well received by the professional community. 

However, what happens online does not necessarily re$ect o(ine. Most of the 
events announced on Facebook are rarely attended o(ine by the people who 
declare they would join. For example, only 17% of our sample said they attend 
events announced on Facebook, while 51% never #ll their agenda with such 
events. !is #nding might suggest that students are invited to many events 
that fall out of their interests range, or that they do not want to participate to 
the events where they are invited because they have objective reasons for not 
doing so (i.e. the event is held in another city or there is a large participation 
fee that prohibits them to go) or prefer not to meet the people who invite 
them yet, until they feel their o(ine image could match the one they project 
online. In support of this last supposition, the results of our research show 
that a very large percentage of the youngsters (46%) rated negatively the use 
of Facebook as a personal photograph archive made available for others to see. 
!is is somehow contradictory to studies that strongly a&rm that Facebook 
is mostly perceived as “a visual scrapbook” (Wittkower, 2010, p.51) and that 
Generation Y is “the most visually sophisticated of any generation” (Buzzard 
et al., 2011, p.131). It might also mean that students are, in fact, very self-
conscious, and that they carefully choose the photos they upload because they 
desire to create a speci#c re$ection of themselves online, for their friends or 
colleagues to see. !e process might be subconscious, as most of them denied 
using Facebook for self-promotion (75%), although they admitted to having 
created the pro#le for this reason (42%). 

Furthermore, and in addition to the argument above, only 26% actually use 
Facebook to entertain themselves, while 33% say they never do so. !ese 
#ndings are somehow contradictory; as long as the majority created the ac-
count and state they use the account to communicate with their long-time 
friends and not with their professional acquaintances. Possibly, they joined 
the network because they needed an easy to use means of communication 
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with people they knew well and who were in di"erent geographical locations 
so they could not catch up with them face to face, but ended up befriend-
ing College colleagues, teachers and professional acquaintances with whom 
they share job related or College related information, as more than half of 
them admitted. Obviously, they might wish to create and maintain a speci#c 
public image on Facebook for everyone to see, including childhood friends 
and people who otherwise know them well. However, regarding who did they 
befriended with and what sort of information they generally exchanged using 
Facebook, 57% of the sample members said they had more than 15 College 
colleagues in their friend lists and 53% said they used Facebook to commu-
nicate mostly with their College colleagues. Coupling these answers with the 
ones regarding the type of information they post and the kind of information 
they seek in the newsfeed, we understand that about a half of the students 
use Facebook to communicate with College colleagues and other professional 
acquaintances on professional topics or for sharing things that could be useful 
to these people (from a business-oriented perspective or from a personal one). 
As we can see, Facebook became, this way, a replacing tool for Yahoo! groups 
and perhaps for discussion forums too, as it tends to incorporate more and 
more features year a'er year, competing with other online services (e-mail 
providers, chat rooms, video sharing platforms, other social networks such as 
Twitter, photo archives etc.). 

!ese #ndings might suggest that students try to use Facebook both as a per-
sonal and professional tool and that they might encounter some di&culties in 
separating the image their want to show to their friends and the one that they 
would like their colleagues/ professional acquaintances to see.

C. Facebook for Universities from a student oriented perspective
For the students we surveyed, Facebook seems to be a catch-all tool with both 
professional related utility and private use necessity. In this case, how could 
a University better serve its students by adopting a student-focused model 
based on collaboration using Facebook? First, by understanding what these 
students expect from the University in this regard and second, by learning 
how students already use this SNS in connection to College related subjects.

At the moment we gathered our data, almost half of the students who #lled 
our survey (49%) already were part of College-related groups on Facebook 
and 54% of them declared they regularly read their colleagues’ posts regard-
ing College matters. More than half (51%) of the students communicated with 
colleagues about administrative topics and 48% debated over academic as-
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pects in the same context. !is means that for about a half of them Facebook 
is an important tool when it comes to managing their agenda concerning Col-
lege projects, research and administrative information.

In addition to that and in line with prior research (Moran, Seaman & Hester, 
2011), many of them support the idea of a closer interaction with the Col-
lege on Facebook, but prefer an impersonal way of communication, such as a 
page updated periodically with relevant administrative information and pub-
lic events invitations. University sta" could create Facebook pages for each 
College, in order to welcome this suggestion. !e o&cial page of the College 
should then take up the role of a virtual notice board for distributing o&cial 
information regarding administrative aspects related to the academic activi-
ties and events, as 75% of our sample desire. !e Facebook page would be 
then a means for students to stay informed concerning College matters with-
out having to surf the o&cial website of the university or College for news 
and, of course, without having to actually go to the College to #nd the infor-
mation. Because the Facebook newsfeed is easy to customize, as our respon-
dents pointed out in repeated turns, and users can subscribe to whomever 
they desire, including press agencies, people they know and other institutions, 
reading it would provide them personalized information, $exibility, and save 
their time.

If a College page could help students learn about administrative stu" and pro-
fessional events, professors could also make use of Facebook to improve their 
students’ learning experience. !e degree to which students in our sample 
currently communicate with their professors using it is extremely small. Most 
of them did not have any teacher in their friend lists and 32% of the stu-
dents who had befriended teachers said they do not read teachers’ posts at all, 
while 31% said they sometimes do. More so, 50% of the students who have 
befriended teachers never communicate with their teachers on Facebook on 
academic topics and the same applies to more informal communication as-
pects (51%). !e ceiling e"ect could explain this fact but at least for 36% of 
our respondents it does not, as long as they do not even wish to be contacted 
by teachers using Facebook private messages. Instead, they expect professors 
to send them e-mails. 

Even if the Facebook mediated relation between students and their teachers 
does not seem to be rich at the moment, or promising, there are two things 
that students expect and strongly support their teachers to do. First, they 
would like teachers to have separate Facebook accounts for academic related 
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discussions (64%), such as courses details and links to interesting bibliography 
sources. Second, 44% of the students expect teachers to create and invite them 
to join thematic Facebook groups where they would talk with the teacher and 
with fellow colleagues about administrative topics related to the courses, as 
examination criteria, schedule, etc. and share bibliographical resources. !ese 
#ndings suggest that students would generally prefer teachers to use Facebook 
to facilitate their access to online bibliography and to save their time by al-
lowing them to speak in thematic groups where the teacher is the moderator, 
even though they are already part of student created groups related to College. 
University sta" could recommend teachers create pages and/ or groups for 
each course they teach and invite students to join. Using separate pages would 
both maintain an institutional approach and bring the College related activity 
in this partially private, partially professional place which is Facebook.

How students could learn to manage their online presence on these groups 
or pages so that they would not transform teacher-student discussions or stu-
dent-student academic discussions in student-student non-academic discus-
sions is still a subject to be discussed, as Facebook does not o"er yet the same 
organizing tools as classic discussion forums. Establishing rules for discus-
sions participants and discussion moderation could be a working solution. 

Conclusions
  
As our study demonstrates that the overall perception of students when it 
comes to technology use in education process is good (70%), it proves they 
are open towards experiencing a di"erent kind of learning experience, includ-
ing the mixing of technology for facilitating communication and learning re-
sources sharing. By taking into consideration Gen Y students heavy use of In-
ternet as an informational resource – and the Facebook employment in order 
to create and maintain relationships – we can assert that e-learning 2.0 using 
SNS has a great opportunity in shaping future education in Romania. Never-
theless, there are still many questions to be answered when it comes to em-
ploying SNS in the academic environment. Among the wide spread concerns 
student online behaviour, privacy and security issues have been underlined 
by previous research (Holotescu & Naaji, 2007). We recognize the possible 
threats any SNS use can create in this particular context but we believe that, 
by far, the collaboration between users permitted by Facebook in a way no 
previous SNS has done should be taken into account.
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Generation Y members obviously force a change in the way faculties and 
teachers communicate with students, asking them to continuously adapt to 
the use of new technologies and mediums. !eir mode of understanding the 
online space evolves with the passing years, as the mediums and innovative 
technologies shape and reshape the Internet role in people’s lives. For exam-
ple, even if at the beginning Facebook was widely perceived as a personal tool 
aimed at socializing with selected peers and the presence of institutions was 
not welcomed by a signi#cant number of users, it became lately, as our study 
reveals, an expected and well received aid which can improve the communica-
tion $ow between students and their College teachers and sta". 

Consequently, we encourage university sta" to recommend that teachers em-
ploy Facebook pages and thematic groups as an aid to better communicate 
with their students regarding school topics. Also, we recommend university 
sta" to create College pages on Facebook and post constantly administrative 
information and other announcements they would otherwise post on infor-
mation boards.

Obviously, these recommendations related to academic Facebook use might 
apply for a limited period of time. With students growing understanding of 
the network and along with the changes of the network as its managers decide 
them to be (adding or disabling features of it), Facebook may grow old and be 
replaced by other networks or online facilities, following the fate of hi5.com or 
myspace.com. Yet for the moment, Facebook is still an emerging network in 
Romania; students are still enthusiastic regarding its use and expect faculties 
to share their love for ITC novelty and embrace SNSs in their communication 
practices. !is is why we recommend universities in Romania to take into ac-
count the advice we pointed above.
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